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Financial Regulation (13)

Answer all Questions. Time 02 hours.

01. Discuss key components of the annual estimate.

02. Discuss the difference between capital expenditure and recurrent expenditure.

03. Discuss briefly five main accounting books that are used by the government department.

04. In terms of FR 371, what is meant by sub-imprest?

05. State THREE situations that use special certificate when making payments.

06. What is performance security?

07. What do you mean by internal audit?

08. State THREE documents that are used in Stores Management.

09. What is meant by maximum Debit limit of an Advance account?

10. What is petty cash imprest?

05 x10=50 Marks

11. Discuss the regulations related to payment from consolidated fund and briefly explain revenue sources of the consolidated fund. (25 Marks)

12. Discuss briefly the key steps of public procurement procedure (25 Marks)
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